[Spectral-spatial characteristics of theta range in the EEG of students with various productivity of performance for visual spatial tasks].
Examinees, which consisted of 46 young males, were offered to memorize and recreate a sequence of signals on a computer monitor. These signals were to be recreated in regard to the original sequence and location. Examinees were divided into two groups depending on their degree of approximation of the correct location of the signal sequence. The first group, unlike the second (in contrast to the second one), had a very high rate of accuracy with the least number of mistakes. EEG reading was taken on the examinees prior to completing the test, during the memorization stage and during the completion of task. The EEG reading taken prior to the test and those of the completion of task showed no difference in the range ofteta rhythm for both groups of examinees. However, during the memorization stage, the examinees of the first group, unlike that of the second, showed an increase in the coefficient of proximity in the line of teta rhythm EEG of the right hemisphere of the brain. Three systems of connection with the focuses of activity in the right rear, right center and right front areas of the brain, in which the proximity of teta range of EEG during the memorization stage, were noticeably higher in the group of examines that showed high accuracy during the primary attempts of recreation of the sequence. Since the right hemisphere deals mainly with spatial perception of the information and is more active at processing of nonverbal and stereotyped signals, we suggest that students belonging to different groups employed different strategies of processing of the task during remembering.